


The hierarchical approach ensures the coherence of the system.  

The cascade approach: National, Regional and Local levels 

The WUAs operators have just 
to fill out a simple PDF form 
that generates a document to 
be transmitted to the 
hierarchically higher level for 
the implementation of the 
database. 
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The different hierarchical levels have access to different levels of information, and 
compilation in the different modules A, B, C and D forming the database 



the columns of the diagrams represent the following characteristics of the database, 
along with the competences conferred to each level: 



output/outcome module 
subject of request 
level of aggregation 
type of aggregation 
level of applicability 
Reviser 
type of input 
Frequency 
graphics & report code 
"acronyms for numerical indicators“ 
Extended definition 
"Short definition(report)“ 
"output (report)“ 
"outcome (report)" 



Output/outcome module:  
is the scoring report where the variable or indicator 
will be introduced to be evaluated  
 
Subject of request  
represents the office responsible to input that data (N: 
National, R: Regional, L: Local) 
 
Level of aggregation - Type of aggregation 
Each data when is transferred to the direct 
hierarchically higher level can be aggregated 
(grouped) in many ways (S: Sum, A: Average, C: 
Count, etc.) depending on the type of the indicator or 
variable     
 
Level of applicability 
establishes who has the right to visualize that 
information 

Description of the structure characteristics of the DataBase 



Reviser 
Is the office  having the right to verify and eventually modify the original data 
 
Type of input 
The information we want to acquire can be stored in different ways in function of its 
nature; 4 types of input are foreseen:  
 IL: logic input, normally an answer to a specific question (Yes or No); 
 IN: numeric input (No. of people, a money value, a real measure, etc.)   
 IQ:  qualitative-coded input (normally a coded evaluation) 
 CA: calculated, the field with these specificities, self determinates its value 
        through the use of a formula  
Frequency 
Is the interval in months for a specific indicator or variable for the updating  
 
Graphics & report 
For some indicators or variables the system gives the possibility to obtain Graphics, 
and Reports of Trends and Historical Data; all identified with a specific code 



Code 
In informatics, the variable or indicator is identified by 
a code, it’s useful to identify in a unambiguous way an 
object 
 
Acronyms for numerical indicators 
This alias is used to identify in a fast way some 
important objects in the textual description  
 
Extended definition 
Is the complete description of the indicator or variable 
 
Short definition 
Is the reduced definition used in the report to identify a 
variable or  indicators 
 
Output (report) - Outcome (report) 
Are the name used in the report to identify outputs and 
outcomes 



Data Request per level, and Data aggregation and Applicability concepts 

The data required for each level of the 
higher hierarchy, are inserted into the 
system and aggregated internally, to form 
the database, accessible via the                
GUI (Graphical User Interface) integrated 



Each level has the possibility to interact 
with the database assigned to the input 
layer, or to the revision level. 
Once all the processes of the allowed 
programmed aggregation by the system are 
completed, the analysis of reports can be 
undertaken 



Reporting per level 

For every hierarchical level you can get the report 
to display the data, indicators, results and scores: 
this greatly facilitates the interaction with the 
system, at regional and national level, and makes 
possible an estimate of the expected results. 



The ability to export data, makes also possible to create charts 
and reports in external programs 


